Inst. Comm. Offers Blood Donation Plan

Donors May Volunteer in Building 10 Lobby
Throughout This Week

The Institute Committee announced today the formation of a Student Blood Donation Committee to assist in the血 workload of increasing the number of blood donors and in getting blood last week. The committee decided to make the week of November 8-10 Technology week at the Boston Red Cross center.

From now on, until November 11, 12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., has been set for the blood donation period for all Dormitory Committee meetings and dormitory events. All members of the Interfraternities and Inter- sorities will be included, along with freshmen, scholars, and seniors. The scheduling of meetings will be on a first-come, first-served basis. The committee will start off the first day with a 5:00 p.m. meeting, and the rest of the week will be equally divided between 12:00 and 5:00 p.m.

Solons Approve Freshmen and Bridge Club

A meeting held Thursday afternoon, the Institute Committee approved the election of the freshmen and Bridge Club representatives. After hearing the report of the enrolling committee, the students present expressed many sentiments concerning the election."
LET THE BLOOD FLOW FREELY

Members of Technology's student body and faculty will receive at first hand tomorrow the opportunity to contribute to the United States' war effort in a practical and direct way. Representatives of the Institute's blood campaign can be seen on hand in the Main Lobby of Building Ten to register Technology men for blood donations to be given during Technology Week at the Red Cross blood station on Boylston Street, Boston.

Arrangements have been made to accommodate members of different activities and residential groups on different dates so that confusion may be averted and the response of each group may be fairly balanced.

The United States government has issued an urgent request for 3,000,000 pints of human blood from the arteries of voluntary donors throughout the nation for use in transfusions to soldiers, sailors, and civilians injured in battle and enemy raids. Modern science has made it possible for blood to be removed from one individual, treated so that it may be preserved, and successfully injected into the veins of another person years later. Consequently, life-saving transfusions may be administered upon the field of battle, in bomb-ridden buildings, or on burning boat decks.

Thus far, in spite of the urgency and worthwhileness of the campaign, Technology's contributions have been sparsely organized, under-estimated, and few in number. The Technology student evidently needs a reminder that his blood donation, although harmlessness in no way whatsoever, may save the life of one of his fellow countrymen. This is the purpose of the blood campaign; it requires and deserves the support of the entire Institute personnel.

SCAREDY-CATS

If and when a group of individuals accept a challenge under the name of an organization, they thereby take upon themselves responsibility to fulfill that task to the best of their ability or alternatively to disarm their organization upon failure. However, when there exists an organization already brought to this deplorable condition whose members are in the same state, then be the bar.

Thus, as was expected, several foibles, nagging creatures crawled humbly to the foot of the seven-foot wall of the Military Training Department's obstacle course to test their mettle at a scheduled event with the T.C.A. last Saturday afternoon at 2:00 P.M. Reclining languorously on the top of the hay bales, the individual who successfully ran the thousand yards course showed only the profoundness of sympathy for these victims of disorganisation. Consequently a reprimand was given and the event postponed until next Thursday afternoon at 5:00 P.M. The upcoming event which will serve only the purpose of demonstrating the relative athletic prowess of the two managing boards and will in no measure alleviate the blot on VooDoo's record brought about by this inactivity, so to speak.

And in the however clause is the fact that the T.C.A. is well on the way to seeing an end to this whole mess, but the forecast is not looking too promising fairly, and, equal in ambition and enthusiasm, although bursting with confidence, will proceed over the six hazards compassing the obstacle course to determine the true obstacle race champions.


The Reader Speaks

On behalf of the T.C.A. and its annual drive, I would like to take this opportunity to outline some of the recent editorial criticisms appearing in the October 22 issue of The Tech.

As concerns the Auxiliary Board Drive a solicitation of parents, relatives, friends, and schoolmates for the salaries of the T.C.A. permanent staff and secretaries, there is no letter sent to parents, that details definitely states that the students have been approached in another fashion. The letter is intended to be inspected in the T.C.A. office. Consequently, any student desiring to know how his "earmarked" money was spent must inspect our annual audited books. It is a simple matter to allocate this money, because only a small percentage of the donors designate the department to which their money is to go.

The third point concerns the "Christian" interest of blood donors. It is an established fact, proven in years past, that regardless of the claim of the student, "I feel about giving if I didn't feel forced to do so by the posting of percentages", the same stance is taken if he finds no percentages posted does feel better, but does not give.

Nevertheless, this year the Executive Committee of the T.C.A. has decided to again try to have a successful drive due partly to the efforts. The Association must have money to carry on its activities or without it, the activities with any standing out. The T.C.A. is the only one which does not finance itself through the ticket sales, for payment of its services, or grants of the Institute Committee. (The T.C.A. does have a handbook supply but a fraction of the budget). Therefore, we must have this money. In an effort to use so-called "high pressure" methods, the solicitors are trained to give to the donor, a move which in the past has been compared by many a person as a baying at the door of the donor's house. Because of this, and the method of solicitation meaning that the budget this year will be substantially decreased.

"We are prepared for a job a T.C.A.," said Fox, "we will like to ask that each student think of his donation, not how much he can give, but whether or not he can get out of the T.C.A. more in the spirit of the service to the T.C.A. renders to all, than it returns to underprivileged boys of the lower classes. We are helping send 100 of them to two weeks of camp in the summer, the summer service so important to so many of them, and the many services rendered to the handicapped in getting them oriented. These are the kinds of people the T.C.A. must everyone knows of the T.C.A. must everyone know of the T.C.A. We do not expect the organization must have money, and with it, the organization, the drive will be a futility, one--see here added, the enjoyment of the student body. It is they who poll the students possible. It will be they who will help us.

Sincerely,

DICK P. FOX
Drive Chairman

Charles Ripplng Rhythmeer

Junior Prom Committee Signs Shep Fields for Saturday Dance

(Continued From Page 1)

Shep Fields


Radio Society To Meet Here Tonight

There will be a meeting of the M.I.T. Radio Society at 7:00 P.M. Tuesday night in Building Ten to be held to organize the operating personnel for the Technology Air Raid Protection Station, which is now operating on a 25 meter emergency communication network.

President, Philip R. Fox, graduate student, is leasing a col for operators, who are needed. The class has a transmitter and is now completing its power supply and antennas so that operation on the network should begin shortly.

"This is a very important National Defense work and everyone interested in radio is strongly urged to take part in it. It is not necessary to have an amateur radio license to participate. in fact, it is very probable that all amateurs do take part," said Fox.

All those interested who can come down to the Union will get the opportunity to meet here tonight. Those who are unable to come may call in Building Ten and be delivered a fundamental drive card for this campaign. Simultaneously with the T.C.A. Drive, the American Red Cross and World Student Service Fund campaign, whose purpose is to raise funds for the "Christian" methods of the drive.

The Reader Speaks

Improvement by Experimentation

Wth the resulting prospects, fields could afford to experiment with new improvements in method styles, so he organized his present type of orchestra. Instrumentation includes nine saxophones and four rhythm pianos, with no trumpets or trombones. The result is a versatile arrangement adaptable to many combinations and the extremes of sweet and swing. 

"The W.S.S.R. Is a non-sece [sic] with churches and the Reader Speaks, assumed its form in 1940 by Variety: It's a complete sty.
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Christian Science Lecture

Will Be Held This Evening

The Technology Christian Science Lecture will be held at 8:00 P.M. this evening in Tyler Hall.

Owen W. Allen, C.B.R., a member of the Ministry of The Mother Church, The First Church of Christ, Scientist, will deliver the talk. His topic will be "Christian Science: The Revelation of the Kingdom of Heaven.
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Sailors

Holy Cross

Second Place

was regata for the Erwin Trophy held last Sunday, November 3, 1942, won by the Tech team. The boat of M.I.T., sailed from the Tech at 3:30 p.m., and was followed by the Technology and Holy Cross who tied for second place. Dartmouth came in as a total of 68 points.

close Race

varn Wins

Second Place

Trophy held last Sunday, November 3, 1942, was won by the Tech team. The Technology and Holy Cross tied for second place. Dartmouth came in as a total of 68 points.

Frosh Field Day Teams

Must Sign for Sport

Members of the frosh crew who requested for sport the Frosh Field Day in place of regular Physical Training are required to contact athletics-director Mr. Henry P. McCarthy by the close of this week.

A list of freshmen who are no longer connected with an active sport is now in formation at Mr. McCarthy's office in Walker Memorial.

It includes all members of the frosh crew who are no longer tied to their sport as a substitute for regular Physical Training. The deadline is Friday noon; the place is Walker's top-floor athletic headquarters.

Sig Chi, S. A. E.

Win In Football

Sunday's Game Decides

Third Tournament Team

Delta Upsilon and Sigma Alpha Mu were eliminated from the Beaver Trophy tournament by Sigma Chi and S.A.E. Sigma Chi overcame the D.U.'s 24-14 and B.A.K. won Sigma Alpha Mu out the back door of the Phi Gamma Delta-Sigma Nu game.
Sunday Tea Is Held in Dorms
Faculty And Students Meet in Burton Room

At a tea from 2:00 to 6:00 last Sunday afternoon the dormitory dwellers and their dates got a chance to meet and chat with some of their faculty members in the Burton Room. This affair was a sort of follow to the festivities centered around Field Day. Refreshments were served in the form of tea, sandwiches, cookies, and sherbet ice cream. The day concluded around 8:00 P.M. with a social get-together, at which refreshments were served in the Burton Room.

Field Day Dance

Tickets, at $0.50 per couple, were sold out almost one week in advance of the dance, and there never were tickets so fast," said Gilbert K. Krulee, '45, in an interview with The Tech. Krulee was part of writing the tickets for seven dollars thirty-five days after our school." The lounge bar and Prickett Ball were open to serve refreshments exclusively to the dancers. For those who wished to show their homes to their partners, the Dormitory Committee had arranged open houses from 1:00 P.M. till 12:00 midnight.

Field Day Dance
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Tickets, at $0.50 per couple, were sold out almost one week in advance of the dance, and there never were tickets so fast," said Gilbert K. Krulee, '45, in an interview with The Tech. Krulee was part of writing the tickets for seven dollars thirty-five days after our school." The lounge bar and Prickett Ball were open to serve refreshments exclusively to the dancers. For those who wished to show their homes to their partners, the Dormitory Committee had arranged open houses from 1:00 P.M. till 12:00 midnight.

F.C.A. Plans Work Camp
For Westwood, Saturday

A work camp will be held on November 7 and 8 at the camp in Westwood owned by the Jefferson Joint Boys' Club. Students from front of the Greater Boston colleges will be present as well as Technical men.

The first group will leave for the camp at 9:00 A.M. on Saturday, and will be followed at 1:00 P.M. by the second group. The work will consist of cutting wood, putting settings on the cabin, and clearing new paths.

The cost of food (four meals and transportation) will come to a total of $3.45. All interested should get in touch with Gilbert K. Krulee, '45, in the C.C.R. office. "A barn dance is planned for Saturday evening," said Krulee.

House Men Wanted
In Bridge Tournay

Several fraternity men were en- tered in the Bridge Club tournaments held on Saturday and Sunday, October 31 and November 1. Robert M. Wiltfie, '48, chairman, has expressed a hope that in the future, even more will enter, as to date the tournaments have been about ninety per cent dorm men and commuters.

The tournament on Saturday was won by Jack S. Reisman, '45, First-year class, and Robert S. Morin, '45, Dormitories; second were Lee C. Baglin, '45, and John W. Whelan, '46, dorm men. The tournament on Sunday was won by William L. Rockholz, '45, and Pedro Mazur, '45, dormitories.

Chemical Society To Hear Professor Harris Tonight

A lecture by Professor Robert B. Harris of the biology department will be the main feature of the Chemical Society meeting to be held at 8:00 P.M. tonight in Room 3-190. The meeting will be followed by a social get-together, at which refreshments will be served and the evening will continue in the Burton Room.

The meeting is open to all members, and all non-members are urged to attend and join the Society at that time.

Dorm Football

(Continued from Page 8)

(top teams to climax the last week. The victory in this final meeting will reign as campus gridiron king for the year. The three top teams have yet to play against each other and the next few games may well decide the football issue.

B. K. Football

(Continued from Page 8)

Say to determine the third team in the fraternity bracket in the round robin tournament. Two dormitory teams will also compete in the twenty game tournament.

James Woodworth, Beaver Key football chairman, hopes to play off the final round of the tournament on the Sunday of the Junior Prom weekend. Both teams are now on schedule for prom night.

Schell Regatta

(Continued from Page 8)

The regatta was appointed by the Inter-Collegiate Y.R.A.'s Committee. All decisions were final. This makes the first start Tech has made in which the team has lost. Although the M.T.R. team had once before tied Harvard crews, they have beaten them for the Jack Frost Trophy. Both teams are now on schedule for prom night.
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JUST A REMINDER!

• Buy your coupon books for Walker meals now and save $5.
• Your savings will buy 1.66 cans of tobacco, 1 movie ticket, or 0.7 ticket to Wellesley.
• AND BESIDES, you get good food in a congenial atmosphere.

MIT DINING SERVICE